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Financial gift attracts college
mown
Editor's not: This study
was not undertaken to arrive
at one figure indicating that
-- the College is an economic
asset or liability to the
community. Rather, em-
ploying a minimum ol figures
this article should
.
merely
suggest the complexities of ,
quantifying - the community
.College relationship. -- This
purpose is hopefully ful-
filled by interviewing var-ious.to-wn
officials, business
leaders and College admin-
istrators.
"-
.- By
.
Richard Kielbowicz
Conceived in an atmos-
phere of economic inter-
dependence with the
The wisdom of a I
j learned man .. . I
i ... I
Volume LXXXIX
'The
by Eleanor DeWitt.
"The time is now," Rob
Comin said, at a small,
informal meeting of female
athletes held Sunday-nigh- t,
iLjrOWV
In-dep- th report
later renamed the College
of Wooster, to this com-
munity, in, 1866. In thatyear, the citizens of this
area raised $100,000 in
cash and offered land val
PUBLISHED BY THE
. A
time is , now 9 for female athletes
T? 1
r z
:
i.
Coaches (I to r) Virginia Hunt, Maria Sexton,, and Nan
Nichols listen to grievances from female athletes.(Photo by Tom McCune)
Seminars highlight
Peace Institute -
- by Sue Tew
Peace Institute, a study
of the whole concept of
peace, will be presented
here on January 29, 30,
and 31. This program will
- consist of three seminars,
one' each night, in which
the speakers will talk,questions ' from the
audience will be answered;
then . the- - audience will
break into small groups
and the speakers will move
from group to group,field- -
ing more questions and
. generally carrying on a
dialogue with the people. -
The Idea of a peace
institute was conceived by
Dean Fred Cropp and Pro-
fessor ' Anima Bose,
Gillespie Visiting Profes-
sor, while they were
discussing a course at the
University of Chicago on
community, the College of
Wooster retains consider-
able economic Impact
today. r
The economic
.
attrac-
tiveness of Wooster and
Wayne County brought the
University of 1 Wooster,
emphasizing how critical
this time is for women's
varsity sports. .
On Wednesday the Fa-acu- ity
Athletic Committee
would be considering a pro- -
Ghandi. A committee was
formed, and the idea" was
acted upon.'
The committee, consist-
ing of . John Gates', John
Hondros, Acy Jackson,
Gordon Shull, Richard Bell,
and Tom Wilkinson, has
planned the three days of
activity so it will appeal ;
both to college people and
the Wooster community. ,
This is a fairly unique
idea because it presents,peace from a -- different
angle, said Anima Bose,
the chairwoman of the com-
mittee. She explained,
"Human civilization and
survival depends on peace.
It Is nobody's monopoly.'!
"It will be peace as. a
way of life, not as an in-
terval between two wars."
Students were also active
in helping plan the three
days of activity. All the
speakers will be staying
ued at $25,000 to have the
Presbyterian Synod of Ohio
locate its planned schoolhere, y r -
It .was hoped that the
College wouldttenhance the
value of real estate
throughout the whole vicin-
ity and county that none
will be losers by the invest-
mentJ'the Wooster REPUB-
LICAN . argued in itsOctober 12, 1865 issue.
Impact today is much
more difficult to Isolate and
identify and is not as easy
to quantify.
For example, T. R.
Lugenbeal, Executive Vice
President of the Wooster
' IStare economic,buy com
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posal ' on athletic budget
reforms that had been sub-
mitted by Comin' s group.Sunday's meeting was
intended to be a session
where the women could
formulate ways to keep up
the -- momentum generated
toward gaining , these re--
4 forms.
Comin,- - who has greatly
aided in organizing the
group, and several of the
coaches of the women's
teams (Miss Nan Nichols,
Miss Virginia Hunt, and
Miss Maria Sexton) agreed
with the group that the
facts are the most potent
weapons available for urg-
ing these reforms and
motivating the support of
others.
The budget for varsity
athletic teams is currently
the most important target
with student hosts: Stan-
ley Croker with PatHiller,
Prof. A. Zebs with Beth
Haverkamp, Tim Zimmer
with Mark White, Rabbi G.
Turk with Steve. Perkins
Mr. Wright with Astrid
Hilger and Father Cava-nau- gh
with Tom Gibian.
Tim Zimmer. Is espec-
ially unique among the
speakers. He is a repre-
sentative of the World
Without War Council,
working on a gathering of
students for a peace in-
tern program. He would
like to meet with any
interested students be-
tween 3-4- :30 pjn, on Jan-
uary 29 and 2- -4 pjn. on
January 30 in the Career
Planning and Placement
Office. The idea behind
this program is to end all
national and international
crises - to make the world
a world of peace.
Chamber of Commerce,
feels that "the College
lends an air to the com-
munity. It off ers an assur-
ance of an educational level
higher than non-coll- ege
towns." This, he elabo-
rated, is attractive to in-
dustry; an educated
working population en-
courages industry to settle
in Wooster.
But attracting industry
has reciprocal advantages,
John Milliken, an instruc-
tor in economics here,
points out. Very few com-
munities this size offer
"potential employment for
graduates." Bell and
1973
for revision, since the
women's teams' most im-
mediate need and goal is
more money, primarilyfor
equipment and uniforms.
As Dr. Sexton expressed
it: "What we are asking
for , is a more, equitable .
--
.distribution of available
money. The money is
there, but it all goes one
way.' Even if this situ-
ation can be resolved, the
women still see a great
need for reform in the
priorities for the use of
facilities and the number
of coaches available for
the women.
In discussion, members
of the group suggested
several ways to more
effectively direct their
efforts and publicize the
situation. . A petition, cur-
rently being circulated
- VnanDie
Monday, January 29
8:15 p.m., McGaw (3iapel:
Dr Stanley Wilton Croker, University of the Pacific
MAHATMA GANDHI AND NON-VIOLEN-CE
Dr. Arthur Zebbs, Director of Black Studies,, Deniaon
University .
N on-viol-ent Movement in the United Statea:
. MARTIN LUTHER KING AND NON-VIOLEN- CE
r Discussion to follow
Tuesday, January 30
7:30 p.m., Lowry Center Ballroom:
MAIN ADDRESS: Mr. Timothy L. Zimmer, Peace Intern
PANELISTS:
World Without War Council, Midwest
Father James Cavanaugh '
Washington University, St. Louis
A CHRISTIAN PERSPECTIVE OF PEACE
AND VIOLENCE f
Rabbi G. Turck, Director, Hill el Foundation
Kent State University
THE JUDAIC PERSPECTIVE ON PEAC
AND VIOLENCE
Dr. Edwin Wright, formerly of the Board of
Editors, MIDDLE EAST JOURNAL
'
, . THE ISLAMIC PERSPECTIVE
Mr. Dave Gibian, student. The
. .
CoUege of
Wooster
PEACE AND VIOLENCE FROM THE POINT
OF VIEW OF THE SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
Pat LuU, student. The College of Wooster
TODAY'S YOUTH AND PEACE AND VIOLENCE
Wednesday, January 31
10:00 sum., McGaw Chapel:
. CONVOCATION: CELEBRATION OF PEACE
Written, directed and performed by the students
12 noon and 4:00 p.mf Tbe
Howell, Rubbermaid and
Gerstenslager, he men-
tioned, provide opportun-
ities for the College
graduate here in Wooster.
In addition, these and
other businesses employ
undergraduates. Rubber-
maid had "a. student-shift- "
last year, said Acy. Jack-
son, Associate Dean in
charge of Career Planning
and Placement. This one
shift employed 30 students.
Other large employers of
part-ti- me student help are '
Gerstenslager, Freedla ri-
der's. Buckeye and Mr.
Wiggs.
continued on page six
. . cometh by opportunity I
of leisure. !
IEcclesiasticus I
Number 12
among the women on the
varsity squads, will be
submitted to the "Deans'
Office.
The women also agreed
that the Influence of their
parents would probably be
very useful. As Comin
commented: "With 100
women athletes, $400,000 a
year is a lot of parental
pressure." Letters to each
of the Trustees and an
article in the alumni mag-
azine were approved.
In order that their grie- -:
vances be adequately
backed up, several women
volunteered to draw up a
fact' sheet, that could be
used to support their argu-
ments. They (decided that
one of the- - best means to
publicize 'their case would
continued on page six
of Woo,ter "
Monday-Tuesda- y, Films (shown consecutively )
January 23-2- 9 Discussion groups after each series moderated
Library Lecture Rm by Mr. Acy Jackson.
The Hat. Bt What Do We no?. Tova on a
Peg two
Prof stifles
learning
To The Editors:
At the reception for
Martin Best and Edward
Flower last Sunday, a pro-
fessor. In an aside which
I overheard. Invited theperformers to his home
to escape, the "adoring
children" - as he called
the students who were talk-
ing with the performers.
Most of us are not Incon-
siderate and can tell when
a guest is fatigued. And
I am sure 'that the per-
formers themselves were
not too shy to excuse them-
selves when they'd grown
tired of questions.
Many of those "adoring
children" were musicians,
eager to learn more about
the particular area .of the --
arr' which: :they :had the
honor of experiencing
earlier that evening. There
is little enough exposure
to great talent and intellect
here as it is. The hungerfor new knowledge is one
of the most precious qual-
ities, anyone can possess;
those who have this hun-ger listen and question
with an earnestness and
passion which, unhappily,
is Interpreted by many
adults as a sign of imma-
turity, to be tolerated, even
patronized but not en-
couraged. But these
qualities are precisely
those which turn mere
facility Into genius. Would
Beethoven have been any-
thing more than mediocre
without his passion for his
work? And those who can
infect others with this ex-
citement they are the
real artists, for they make
artists of us all. Isn't art
finally for the viewer, the
listener, the reader? When
those artists die who intend
their work only, for other
artists, their art dies with
them.
Deprecating our exper-
ience with the performers
as ' he did, this professor
was deprecating the second
most important part of the
development of any art. Un-
til we have found the
personal creative force in-
side ourselves, we will
learn most, not from books
and classes, but from other
artists.
Patricia Benckenstein
Washington?
well...
To The Editor:
I marched with three
good ; friends in the Jan--,
uary 20 event inWashington. Our reactions
were the same towards
certain events; I will come
to them later and share the
insight that I gained from
some disappointments. But
first, .Lmust offer , an
answer to a question.
It is hard to answer the
"Well, how was it, are you
. glad you went?" that
friends put before me.
They mean well, but I
don't know what they are
asking me. Do they want
to know how violent is
waswasn't, how cold it
was, bow muddy the ground
was, how beautiful the
Lincoln Memorial looked
with people surging to-
wards It and swarming
around it, the delight when
the sun snuck through the
clouds, the rush I felt when
the Vietnam vets crossed
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THE EDITOR
HOPES SOKE--
ONE cm
-- WILD CONSERVATION
the bridge, or do they want
to know that there' s a magic
button on the fence
surrounding Dickie's White
House, that Explorer
Scouts have glaring redjackets, that mounted po-
lice wear sky blue helmets,
that seagulls walk on the
ice on the Potomac, thatfishing Is prohibited - NO
FISHING
.
- that - the bus
driver knows how to fly
airplanes and every fall he
takes sexagenarians on
foliage tours in Ohio and
Tennessee, that this year's
bus weighs 10,000 lbs. more
than 69 s model, the
stop that that can put a bus
group through in 20 min-
utes and rip them off in
that much time, too. Per-haps they want to know that
we had two buses when we
left and three, when we
returned, and that mostly
we went to go shopping --
if you really want to know.
Then again, those who ask
"Well, how was it, are youglad, you went?" want
something more profound
than facts . like Bella
Abzugs : speech was the
: best: one, and the ' others
--
.that .followed - were--- repe-
titions of hers, and the
Grateful Dead was played
over speakers before the
march. F was for high
school students, and G was
for college kids. M was
for those who wanted to be
recognized regionally - or
was- - that the Gay Liber-
ation Front? J
Why won't the Infor-
mation that there was a
death "march - people inblack robes and whitened
faces carrying coffins - at
the front of the march and
collection boxes waited at
the end of the route -- money
to keep the movement
editorial
going, and theport-o-jbh- ns
were dark and cold inside;
the lines were long. The
SDS rally was 16 blocks
away after you had walked
10 following Abraham Lin-
coln, trucking past Ex-plorer Scouts and the
reviewing stands, and sing-
ing "My name is HenryKissinger..." And then
there was Martha's reve-
lation - we'll leave that be.
Still, I may be wrong to
answer the question in any
of these ways. My best
answer is what my friends
and I share.; I will answer
the question this way:
Some people walking infront of us were very quiet
through most of the march.
r-
- They; didn't participate In
-- any of the chats that swept
like waves through the
marchers. These people
shuffled along silently un-
til some policemen came
into view. The cops were
on horses, and they hardly
- paid; attention to us' when
we 'passed;' -- Well,' 'the
silent-shuffl- ers lurned into
screamlng-meanl- es and
began yelling "1-2-3-4- -we
don't want your fucking
war.' Then they started
a verse of "We shall over-
come" with a tone that
would better suit words
like "We shall make you
eat shit - as much as we
can for as long as we can."
During the rally the flags
around the Washington
Monument were pulled
down, strung up upside
down, pulled down again
and disposed of. Normal
expected activity, and yet..
..The fence was burned -
for warmth? - And finally
peace-love- rs MI use the
word loosely) wrote hate-
ful slogans on the base of
the Monument.
"Well, how was it?"
"Uh.gee...you know."(shrug shoulders puzzled- -
. ly) -
.. .
vjxeuii axe you giaa
. you went?"
V "Cool."
My final answer is the
nature of peace. What I --
seek is not Just a signa-
ture on a piece of paper -
tlon of guilt, who's to
blame. Those are trivial
and never secure without a
change of consciousness
and life-sty- le in this coun-
try. When fie people the-
mselves are peaceful
marches will be too - if
we still need them.
Marcy Bailey
Fellowships
The Ford Foundation and
tiie National Fellowships
Fund announced the foliow--i
nor f 11nwsMn ntrurrcm a
for minority students for
cne iy73-i97- 4. year: , '
'
--Graduate Fellowships
for American Indians
--Graduate Fellowships
. for Black Americana
forMexican-America- ns
--Graduate Fellowships
for Puerto Rlcans
These Fellowship pro-
grams are for students whoplan to pursue full-ti- me
study toward the doctoraldegree in the Arts orSciences or. who hold afirst post-baccaluar- eate
professional degree such
as the MBA, MPA, MSWor
M.Ed.--a- nd plan to con-
tinue on to the doctoraldegree in preparation for .
a career in higher educa-
tion. -.- -
News first, blurbs...maybe
Contrary to a note circulated last week by Mr. John Hondros, the VOICE does
not differentiate between "news" and. "announcements." Many of our news articles
have publicity value for campus organizations. They contain times, dates, places, andprice, if any; they are Informative, therefore having news value.
Recently, the VOICE has been confronted by a problem that the editors hap-pily face:, having too much copy for an eight-pag- e paper. This forces the editors to
exercise some "editorial prerogatives." Since the amount of copy exceeds the avail-
able space, we must judge the relative news value of stories. To do this, we employ
several, somewhat fluid criteria. -Can any stories, we ask, be held until the next twelve-pag- e issue? Which
articles will be of the most interest to the largest readership? What areas hasn't the
VOICE covered in previous issues? Is this a new area of interest or a weekly account?
And, especially for articles announcing upcoming events, are we duplicating announce-
ments covered in other campus media? P " '
Stories on upcoming events often carry little more information than the blurbs, fn Pot.,
pourri.or pastors plastered around campus. Centrally, then, these are judged to have less value
than other stories. This, however, is not an inflexible standard; we apply it in individual cases.
We are seeking to implement two solutions. One, we will begin using a
smaller body type for news . and sports -
This will enable us to include more material in our usual eight pagepaper. In addition, we would hope to run more twelve page issues; barring financial
or copy-qual- ity restraints.
'
' -
'''
.
:' '
.
"Richard B. KJelbowicz
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Camelot
By Bob Hetherington n .
:: "Don't let it be forgot,
that once there was a spot
v For one, brief, shining
moment that-wa-s known as
Camelot." . -
King Arthur & other
frustrated idealists
It has always been curious
that the American public should
be enamored of the nostalgia of
the place and the musical, CAM-LO- T.
There are warm remem-
brance a of John F. Kennedy and
CAMELOT that are somehow
strangely different from those
of Richard Nixon and PATTON.
The name CAMELOT conjures
up reminiscences of the early
sixties, before the identity cris-
es, the smog, and the war, and
celebrates the far off landscape
of the English soul in one elo-
quent blend of song and story.
The film version this Satur-
day in Mateer Is a recreation
of the well-kno- wn triangular plot
involving King Arthur (Richard
Harris), Queen Guenevere (Va-
nessa Redgrave), and Lancelot
fFrancn NprnV att rhi Inrlcit who
' ogives his rivals at the Round
Table their joust desserts and
arouses the passions of his Lady.
Their affair is ignored until the
provokes
VOICF,
yearning jor the past
.
King's bastard son, Mordred,(David Hemmings) sunders the
kingdom with slander and rumor.
A war between Arthur and Lance
ensues, Jenny flees to a nunnery,
and Camelot dissolves into
legend.
In this version, however,
CAMELOT is reduced to Came-littl- e,
for reasons which should
have been obvious to director
Joshua Logan simply reading the
play. Even on Broadway the
show was never quite as good
as it should have been.. It suf-
fered from - acute staginess,
overweight choral numbers, and
anachronistic jokes. . All the
action and magic of Camelot was
boiled off to thicken the melo-
drama of the love affair. The
film which should have opened
1
up the drama shuts it down in-
stead. It seems to have been
filmed through the wrong end of
a telescope, with all the excite-
ment taken for granted and every
action diminished. Why should
Logan spend exhorbitant sums
planting hundreds of tulips on a
knoll for the "Lusty Month of
May" number if, when Arthur
sings about fishing he must awk-
wardly pantomine the act of
casting? And though thousands
of pumpkin seeds were sewed
onto Guenevere' s wedding dress,
when Vanessa Redgrave sings
of the simple joys of maiden-
hood, she is forced to remain
supine for thirty-tw- o bars. Thefantasy sequences of Arthur turn-
ed into a hawk or a fish take
place off screen as if CAMELOT
suddenly ran into financial
These . objections momen-
tarily aside, CAMELOT is won-
derful to watch for the acting
and the singing. Everyone is
more than comfortably in char-
acter, except perhaps for Rich-
ard Harris who has some trouble
portraying the young Arthur.
Vanessa Redgrave is the film's
most telling virtue a tragic and
touching beauty whose elongated
face and aristocratic grace are
reminiscent of a medieval tap-
estry. Without her CAMELOT
would have been disasterous.
With her. It has its brief, shin-
ing moments.
It should be pointed out that
the rumor about the part of King
Arthur being played by Rudolf
Nureyev in this version is ab
Pag thr
solutely, categorically, probably,
not very likely.
Next week several bus loads
of students will leave Lowry Cen-
ter for the Cleveland Hanna
Theatre to see a sort of 20th
Century Mystery Play GOD-SPEL- L.
The show takes on a
dangerous conceit. - It is based
on the Gospel according to St.
Matthew and starts in a
collegiate tone of voice in the
Tower of Babble number (one
that I would cut, and I gather,
one that sometimes IS cut). It
could have been pretentious; it
could have been tasteless. It is
neither. Five young men and
five young ladies. Their sub-ject: the life and teachings of
Jesus Christ. In their clown
costumes and Sesame Street style
they tell the familiar parables
with a barrage of comic and
burlesque forms. All this may
sound a bit childish, and it is in-
deed on that side. But it is the
best part of children that is
copied: the energy, gaiety, spirit
and honesty. And Irreverence.
Which in this case is quite a
different thing from blasphemy,
for GODSPELL Is a show that
very much believes in God, and
people, and possibility.
The possession of joe strejnowski and other business
'by Chuc
Browder: "Moving down
to Article 'e
Turner: "oh! Are we
still on this one? ' - ? - -- ;
Hear ye, hear ye, the CC
meeting is about to com-
mence. First order of
business: the reading (by
Head Banded Browder) of
a statement of justification
and purpose which reads:
On part) "Potpourri pro-
vides the service of pub-
lishing anything which any-
body declares pertinent to
the campus and world we
live in and therefore meets
the needs which otherwise
are found lacking or stifled
by other publications
Jim Bean grabbed at the
back' of the couch, Pete
Havholm drove his thumbs
into his cheeks, and Acy
Jackson touched his fore-
head.
Then came the justifying
of the- - justification, Hav-
holm wanted to ; know
whether the letter from
John Copeland "and two
drunken Idiots" to Elaine
Neehouse was libelous.
Potpourri Joe said he
wasn't sure and would ask
the same question about
Ms. Neehouse' letter.
Havholm: "But her let-t- er
made no reference to
sexuality, or what one
should do with one's occu-
pational future, nor did it
allude to any kind of im-
morality."
Turner; "Excuse me,
but I thought Copeland' s
letter said she was unus-
ually MORAL!" .
Laughter. The next de-
bate concerned the fact the
Pot is not under the Pub-
lications Committee.
the - guidelines
were submitted and there
was some mumbling about
future 'attempts to get Pot
under the Publications
Committee but we moved
to new business.
Up against the north wall
sat the section represent--;
atives , (minus..-.eighth- ) - .to
.ISC. ;A$d the debate that
followed (for 90 minutes,
no less!) proved their po-
sitions to be at least
symbolic. The ISC char-
ter was inevitably referred
to committee, but not be---
fore we discussed how
sections were . a, and I
quote, " "viable alterna-
tive' " which, is to say
more than throwers of (and
I quote) "so-call- ed section
parties."
There were "good ques-
tions" about independents
in section housing. Hav-
holm stated flatly that
"Independents do not want
to live in that situation"
where upon three pairs of
eyes along the north wall
hit the ceiling.
Then came the attempt
to make "certain intangibleimpressions" of sections
tangible. The spokesman
for ISC used an "old
cliche"" that it was no
hassle to borrow sugar in
a section because of the
sense of brotherhood. This
got translated into a be-
lief that "hell week speeds
up this process" (one
assumes brotherhood, not
sugar borrowing.)
This is when the Plus-quell- ec
proposals were
passed around (two mimeo-
graphed sheets full!) ';.
An ISC rap held out his
arm, Jim Bean adjusted his.
bright green tie, 'and Acy.
,. chewed his pen. .
, Bob Newman was the
first to comment,, saying
. that CC should not be called,
upon to legitimatize the
Dean's Office's desires. (I
think he used the phrase
"dirty work") - in fact
Tm sure he did. -- 'cause
Havholm retorted: "...why
does it have to be labelled
Mirty work? Do you have
any evidence that someone
. is getting screwed?'' .
vsvidBpydid the! heads bob up
. on, ? that . - one I. vJWhat - hap--
pened was a committee was
formed, which no one
wanted to serve on so
chairman Turner appointed
himself (Browder sug-
gested he might be most
"experienced.- - anyway)
.. and :- - aJso-- the- - ISC. reps
Browder, -- Plasquellec, and
Bruce Arnold were placed
on it. (Stay tuned next
week for the debate on
the "initiation" . week
guidelines.) .
At 5:15 Russ Jones
walked In, sat down, and
at 5:25 he left. At 5:35
Russ Jones walked In, sat
down and presented his
, case for a $1000 allocationfor an HRC secretary.
Bob Newman, who had so
gallantly fought (and lost)
the battle over the sec- -
-
.tions' right - to-determi- ne
their own charter, said" a
very (to ' borrow Mr.Berkeys word) "inconsis-
tent" thing.
"I can't see people mak-
ing $1000 off of racism."
Russ replied he would
like to see this campus pay
; a-- , lot MORE to fight
racism, and while Bruce
Arnold added up all the
stipends of the SGA off-
icers out loud, Mr. Newman
got the message and the
allocation passed 9-0- -0.
Christian Coordinating
Committee (which includes
those dear Newman Clubb-
ers who brought us Romeo
and Juliet - THE BALLET)
asked for $440 and got $312
after the Council dis-
covered some of the money
would go towards hot choc-pla- te
anl, coffee at. pot luck
suppers.- - (The money that
was--. allocated, I must add,
does go to a very worth
while service, that of fi-
nancing volunteers' trips
to visit
.
Apple Creek
patients, and I don't mean
to discredit those efforts;)
With that' we' adjourned.
Turner folded his arms
across his ocher colored
vest. Bob Newman pushed
back his hair, and Dean
Havholm watched the
smoke from his cigarette
trail toward the door.
Dykstra recital offers variety
by Joel Grow
Pianist Brian Dykstra,
of the Wooster music
faculty, will present a
music recital this Sunday
at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw
Chapel. Mr. Dykstra, In
his fourth year at Wooster,
has done quite a lot of
concertizing in the Mid-
west, and has made trips
to Alaska, Europe, and even
to Cairo to display his
notable talents.
This will be a typical
Dykstra recital In that it
offers a variety of styles,
it contains a good deal of
20th. century music and in
mat it will include some
ragtime se actions.
Mr. Dykstra' s first se-
lection is Luciano Berios
SEQUENZA IV, . which
makes : use of some quite .
unusual pianistic tech-
niques, and whose overall '
organization ."defies ex
planation." Composer
Berio has spent a great
deal of time recently in
the U.S. and is best known
for such works as VISAGE,
which combines electronic
sounds and the unintel-
ligible utterances of a
human voice.
Rob DuBois' six NEW
PIECES FOR PIANO can
be played in any order; the
order for Sunday is 1,2,5,
4,6,3. The work is written
in what might be called a
"post-12-ton- e" idiom,
with evident influences of
the works of Webern.
Frederic Chopin's SO-
NATA IN B FLAT is next
on the program. Says
Dykstra: "Though not
quite as well-kno- wn as the .
SONATA IN B FLAT MI-
NOR , with the familiar
funeral march, this, too, is
one of the major works of
the 19th century piano lit
erature."
We return to the 20th
century with Andre Joliet's
FIVE RITUAL DANCES, a
work which explores the
lower register of the piano.
While there is often a
strong pulse in DANCES,(unlike the Berio and Du-
Bois pieces) this predom-
inantly atonal work is
certainly very different
from popular dance forms.
Four rags conclude the
program, two from rag-
time's ''Golden Age", and
two by later admirers of
the style.- - One, CAIRO
RAG, is by Dykstra him-
self. These four rags and
eight others are Included
in a soon-to-be-relea- sed
recording by Mr. Dykstra
entitled AMERICAN
BEAUTY, which will be on
sale at Lowry Center and
available by mall from box
3182, College of Wooster.
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How can you listen
.iicirBy Randy PowersIt would have been nice
if Mr. President would have
listened to us. I would en-joy nothing more than to
"debate our differences
with decency and civility,"
whatever that' is, as He
urged someundefinedus"
to do. But the last time I
.
remember Him debating
anything was on TV with
JFK in 1960. I would en-joy discussing with Him
the significance of Isaiah
2:4, the passage about
beating swords into plow- -
JrWb III
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CAMPUS FASHIONS
Our January Clearance
is in full swing.
SPORTSWEAR REDUCED
DO COME IN SOON -
B.uLk B.cki.t Sk op
The Wooster Inn
Our Third Dinner Concert
featuring
College of Wooster music majors '
will be on
Wednesday, January 31, 1973, 6:30 to 8:30 P.M.
t
Madrigals and Other
Early Songs
Regular Dinner Prices
Students on board plan can deduct $1.10 from
price of meal
Call 264-123- 4 ext. 358
shares, to which both of the
Bibles He swore upon were
opened. I would enjoy re-
butting His call to "beproud that in each of the
four wars in which we have
been engaged (in the twen-
tieth century). Including the
one we are now bringing to
an end, we have fought not
for selfish advantage, but
to help others resist
aggression." I would like
to talk to Him about His
self-relian- ce kick, and lots
of other little nuances of
the 17-min- ute speech. Well
it has always been easy to
differ with Mr. Nixon's
words. Nothing less than a
full apology will do. But
changing his policies is an-
other matter.
The Inauguration was a
closed affair in fortress
Washington last Saturday.
I don't know, how SGA could
advertise for busses to the
Inaugural. You had to have
a ticket to get inside of a
roped --off area two blocks
on every side of the Capi-
tol. If you didn't have a
ticket, there were people(8,000 police, 2,000troops,
according to the PLAIN
DEALER) there to keep you
OUT. I had this most
paranoid feeling of being
surrounded by power; by
police, by MP's, by busses
full of Armed Services
people (probably bands and
choruses, but I'm not con-vinced),'byhellcop- ters;and
by a mass of Administra- -
tion people who I was sure
for reservations
'--- )- in)u uutjkkii i
did not care about me or my
opinions.-- While I mingled
-- with Yippies three blocks
from the Capitol I remem-
bered some black students
telling me about seeing
tanks and troops roaming
through --their neighbor-
hoods,' and I was scared.
A glance toward the vast
rooftop of the office
building next to the Capitol
revealed two machine-gu- n
nests. - Ar least to a person
raised on war.movies .it
LOOKED like a machine-gu- n
nest, and a member of
D.Cs finest, matter-of-fact- ly
assured me, "They
have guns."
So what can you do?
Freeze, stand in the mud,
get wind bum, attend a
'counter-inaugur- al chant,
raise a fist or two, take
down 50 flags around the
monument, replace them
with flags of 'the enemy,
throw fruit at the motor-
cade, get two "V signs In
return, inaugurate, a rat,
carry a banner, wear a
button, or just quietly let
out a few unending chains
of frustrated obscenities.
The responses were ,
varied, - mostly subdued,
and by no means united.
It was depressing. Ten
years of demonstrations,
and Mssrs. N and K will
take the credit for whatever
immorally-define- d "peace
. with, honorll . .transpires.
45,000 to 100,000 demon- -;
sbratbrs;'' ' 'depending . '.: on
who's estimating, at the
monument grounds to, put
their presence on record
as being opposed, quiet be-
cause their voices would
not be heard or even
acknowledged by the man in
the black limousine at the
parade several blocks
away, who, thinks he has a
mandate, and by the people
who think they gave him
that mandate. A signifi-
cantly quiet response by
the monument crowd to two
black speakers. Southern
University students, equa-
ting the injustice which
caused the deaths of their
comrades in Baton Rouge "
last fall to the bomb- -,
dropping mentality. Public ,
government buildings
I
! J
closed to the public, who
needed them to get warm,
while the Secret Service
combed them for bombs in
anticipation of exclusive
Inaugural Balls taking
place there that night. SDS
refusing to march with the
Yippies because, said SDS,
the Yippies weren't ser-
ious. Well, they were and
they weren't. Serious, that
Is. About 300 Yippies in-
augurated a 30-fo- ot rat
float, with a face that looked
like RMN and with blood
dripping from Its mouth.
They wore 'Ratsketeer
hats, had a "Ratsketeer"
kazoo band, apologized for
I. ... "
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LET US HELP YOU
with your financial needs.
We have over ttventy-fiv- e
personal services waiting
for you.
mumm
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calling. Mr. Nixon a pig,
. since he was really a rat,
and proceeded to the outer
realms of creative absur-
dity. Underneath it all was .
a deadly serious opposition
to a war which grows in
absurdity the longer It goes
on, an opposition just, as
non-effect- ive as that at the
Monument. . -
Three tilings which I will
never forget will remain as
the meaning of January 20,
1973. The first was the
strange and provocative
- sight, while standing at the
Lincoln Memorial in the
midst of thousands of anti-
war people, of jet after jet
flying overhead from one of
the D.C. airports a few
miles away. Big jets, lit-
tle people. Bombs away.
Another occurred . at the
Yippie demonstration,
vihAra' T Van lntr a" hicrh
school acquaintance for the
first time in four years. He
had "gotten 800 s in, high
school on both his
.
SAT
scores, and on three
achievement . tests, and
here he was one of 300
Yippies at Union Station.
Finally,- - as I was leaving
the Washington Monument,
I saw a vendor jon a corner
that the Inaugural parade
had just passed. He was
selling buttons Nixon
buttons, and peace buttons.
That said it all. In a city
of muchpoverty, with the
rich on the Hill engaging in
moral cold war with the
middle-cla- ss at the monu-
ment, a poor man catered
to both, admired, I suppose,
for his self-relian- ce.
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Mungu yango goes to
" By Chuc
Perhaps it is a question
of motivation (seeing the
"capitol for the first time
: AS WELL AS showing one s
discontent with , Nixon) or
maybe the entire issue of
going to D. C. the weekend
of the so-cal- led "corona- - .
- tion" is so much a many-splendo- red
personal thing
mat 'the pages of a private,journal, nor the verses ofa
VOICE column, can ex-
press a complete reaction.'
In short, I'm not sure what
-- to say,
Sharing the event (non-even- t?)
with -- personal
-- friends and friendly per-
sons was a greater deal of
what D. C. was about last
weekend than the New York
Times- '- non-cover- age or
:Pat (Nixon) holding two
Bibles.
In the first place, as is
strangely indicative of this
'democracy", we couldn't
get close enough to see
Mrs. (Pm sorry but she
. doesn't rate a Ms.) Nixon,
let alone her Bibles! The
streets . surrounding the
White House and Capitol
building were cordoned off
by hundreds of cops and
thousands of feet of snow-fen- ce.
Even the bleachers
along the oarade route were
being held by red-vest- ed
Boy Scouts: "
Boy Scout: "Where's your
ticket?"
-- Chuc: 'What ticket??' .
Boy Scout: "You can't see
the --President without a
ticket."
Chuc: "I don't want to see
the President, Pm just
resting." --
Boy Scout: "I don't care
what you're doing, you
can't sit here without a
ticket."
Chuc: "So . give me a
ticket!"
Boy Scout: "You can'thave
a ticket unless you give
me five dollars."
Having spent four million
dollars of our tax money,
they were going to charge
us five dollars to sit on
some crummy bleachers
with a bunch of Boy Scouts! .
So we walked on...
...J3own Pennsylvania
Avenue across Constitu-
tion, in and out of a Mac-Donal- d's,
around all the de-
partment stores with 18 by
24 glossies (circa 1955) of
The Man", covered with
red, white, and blue plastic
bunting, , sitting in the
stores' windows under
signs that read: Closed for
Inauguration.
Those weren't the only
signs we saw: "The Em-
peror has no clothes," "If
he's sick lef s help him but
Q
D
D
D
Q
a
D
D
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first let s get him off the
throne."
And then as we ap--.
proached a vendor's stand
covered with NixonAgnew
buttons and '.'now more than
ever buttons our eyes
filled- - with the images of a
sign held by a-- middle aged- -:
black - man, which read:
"Nixon' s 'secret plan'
killed my son and 25,000
others."
. That reality cut through
the trumpets blaring over
. loud speakers and dulled
the shine' of the polished
limosines that chartered
people to and . from the
speech. And it brought on
a stinging chill that even-
tually drove us back to the
bus. '
On our way back, Ric and
Aruba and I climbed the
steps of the Jefferson Me-
morial ("finally I get to see
the- - god -- damn White
House"). That isn't all we
saw. Two hundred thousand
people gathered across the
icy water between us and
the Washington Monument,
and listened to Bella
(Abzug) exclaim, 'They've
got a lot of nerve to expect
US to be non-viole- nt." Two
hundred thousand people,
many times more than the
number who had dutifully
paid their ten dollars to
shake AgneWs hand.
Two hundred thousand
people (who, no doubt, after
the ' revolutibtt will extend
- some kind of subsidy to the '
Greyhound Bus Inc. without
whom much of this would
'not have been possible)
marching, shouting, stand-
ing in the frigid wind-whipp- ed
air, because we
believed it mattered.
It is here that I wonder
what to say.
.
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For when we climbed
onto our buses and headed
for the movie theatre in
Georgetown that was to be
our lodging for the night,
there were doubtsstohow
much it had done. Elaine
was disgusted by the police
charging the people who
were upending flags on the
monument, and I heard
someone else say the most
significant happening of the
afternoon concerned sev-
eral overdose cases.
Once in Georgetown we
learned that the theatre
could not put us up til 1:30
ajn., so in order to keep
warm some 1 satslept
through several showings
of 'Chloe in the Afternoon,'
while others sought some
night life.
Z ended up at a place
called Crazy Horse, where
a good enough band played
to a stuffed dance floor and
a milling crowd on the make
for one of the scarce chairs
around little tables set with
Vermillion napkins. A beer
was 850 and waitress got
nasty if you didn't tip her
the change (in our case she
got nasty!). "
Elaine and I elbowed our
way onto the fenced in
(dance) floor and luckily the
group came up with a fair
imitation of Keeper of the
Castle, so when we were
able to move, we could.
Aruba and Ric went to some
Dutch Inn (God save Queen
Juliana) and'a thes a aservicea u I a
was "fantastic" and the
people friendly even though
they ordered Just one drink.
Others went (French)
Underground, and some sat
on- - the bus for six hours.
. Not much was said about
the afternoon, until we
stopped in Breezewbod the
next day to get a new bus(a valve had gone funky in --
the first one.)
In Breezewood we met
some members of a band
who complained to Martha
that the television coverage
was awful because it had
cut off their parade bit for
spots on the protests. 'And
get thlsl ; Still more band
members -- bitched because
naaaoaaanna
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the pool in their hotel was
too small!
Having crawled into a
sleeping bag at 3:30 a.m.,
with little to think about
but the popcorn kernels that
lay beside me, a swimming
pool had hardly crossed my
mind!
But the fact that it HAD
entered into someone's ex-
perience in D.C. made me
wonder on the trip home(that is while Bianca drew
sun flowers on my left hand,
and the bus driver hit the
back of a truck). Knowing
that only one person in that
band that played for the
President had no qualms at
all about going - and did
any way - how can we be
sure to be spared of a once
and FUTURE coronation?
The Effiperor may have no
clothes but what are our
fellow subjects wearing?
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MORE ON
Town, gown are economically compatible
continued from pago ono
"Some companies, es-
pecially the larger ones,prefer part-ti- me help be-
cause they can pay
minimum wages," he
added.
More internships and on-the-- job
training are being
sought. Students, he con-
cluded, would benefit more
from employment where
they learn rather than just
labor.
The impact of the Co-
llege's payroll and spending
is more easily measured.
The College Treasurer,
William Snoddy, reported
that the payroll for the 1971
calendar year totaled $4.5
million. Assuming that
MORE ON
Female athletes organize
continued from pago ono
be to make this list avail-
able to the entire student
body.
Dr. Sextort summarized
the feelings of the women
Editor s noto: Following it tho text of a fact shoot com-- piltd .by a group of women athletes org on t zed to romovo thoifioqvitios between', men's and woman's snorts.
"The College of
Wooster, to quote page five
of the catalogue, was
founded as "...a collegededicated to...humanelearning; ' This implies;
One would think; an Inst-
itution dedicated to pur-
suing fairness and just
treatment. In light of the
said basis of this school,
the following facts present
an -- interesting contradic-
tion. '
" The Women'sVarsity Volleyball players
who were here over winterbreak for games and a
state tournament wereforced to pay for all their
meals during that two-we- ek
period. The Men's
Basketball team, both J.V.
and Varsity, received free,
meals at Mom's for nearlyfour weeks over the break.
' "--
-- In a volleyball tri-ma- tch
with
lace and Muskingum thisyear, the women's teams
were forced to wait,dressed, unable to warm
up, for the men's basket-
ball team to finish prac-
ticing, which was after the
volleyball match was offi-
cially scheduled to begin.
" During the State
Volleyball Tournament twoyears ago here, games
were stopped at 4:00 p.m.
because the Men's Baske-
tball team wanted topractice. n
" Last year, after
the volleyball team had
scheduled a tri --match with
Bluffton and Ohio Domin-
ican for the P.E. Center,
the athletic department
scheduled a wrestling
clinic and the volleyball
game was moved out of the
PJ2.C. into Severance.
" This year, spiking
lines, required by national
volleyball regulations,
were not put on the courts
for practices and games
most employees of the Col-
lege live in or near
Wooster, a sizeable portion
of this amount would return
to - businesses and local
government through spend-
-'ing and taxes.
Income is generated for
local businesses, too, by
the goods and services pur-
chased by the College.
"We have a policy to
use local suppliers when-
ever they are com-
petitive," Hans Jenny said.Jenny is Vice Presidentfor Finance and Business
and Director of Institution-
al Research.
With few exceptions, he
continued, the College uses
local contractors for con
athletes at the meetins and
their position. The wo-
men's teams at Wooster
have shown that we can
form good teams with the
women we norm allv cet
without having to recruit.
until the very last games
of the year. The volleyball
court sidelines are dotted
where they cross the bas-
ketball court. This makes
it difficult for. both players
and ' officials to make de-
cisions.
" The men's foot-
ball, soccer, and lacrosse
teams have both practice
fields and game fields. The
women's field hockey team
uses its field for practice,
games, and the field is
used also by college phys-
ical education classes.
" The field hockey,
volleyball, basketball and
lacrosse teams share 12
warm-u- p jackets, which
were bought in 1965.
" The field hockey.
and lacrosse teams, both
J.V. and Varsity, share
one set of 12 kilts which
was bought by the W.RA.(Women's Recreation As-
sociation) and must pro-
vide their own blouses forgames.
" Although the Wo-
men's Basketball team got
new uniforms last year,
there was not enough
money with which to put
"Wooster" or "Scotties"
on the uniforms. Contrast
this with the men's teams
which, in addition to reg-
ular game uniforms, have
warm-up- s, practice uni-
forms, and even uniformsfor coaches.
struction.' One exception
Is the Phase II construc-
tion of the Armington Phys-
ical Education .Center. An
out - of - town contractor
submitted the lowest bid,he explained, adding that
competitive bidding is re-quired when --federal mon-
ies are used for construc-
tion purposes.
"Increasingly' Jenny
commented, "we try to use
smaller contractors forfurniture and paper sup-
plies for the College."
Competition and duplica-
tion of some services
exist between the College
and community, Mllliken
noted. He views the health
services provided by Hy--
Wooster led the way with
women's sports in Ohio,
but now the other colleges
have caught up or even
passed us. " They're look-
ing to see what Wooster
does now." .,
Women's : athletic
teams are seldom allotted
use of the Scot Bus. Most
of the time, teams of 18 to
25 players phis managers
and coaches are compelled
to travel in cars and the
van. This means that
--Players., and coacheamust
.driven instead, oi.beingable
to relax and concentrate on
the upcoming game.
.
" There are two wo-
men's inter-collegi- ate
teams (lacrosse and
swimming) which are not
rec ogn i z e d . as varsity
sports. Although manygirls participate in these
two sports, they have no
coach and no monetary
support from the physical
education department.They are supported wholly
by W.R.A.
The WoosterSports pamphlet published
by College News Service
covers all of the men's
teams in each particular
season. It does not Include
any women's sports, nor
are any of the women's
coaches named as a part of
the Athletic Department In
the pamphlet.
"This article is not a
simple complaint, but a
statement of reality. The
above inequities decisively
indicate that the ideals of
humane learning have fail-
ed to reach women's
sports. Will these inequi-
ties continue to be over-
looked by both students and
administration?. The de-
cision is yours."
"Pre-Mar- di Gras Rock Festival, February 14 --I
February 19, featuring all of the Top Twenty Groups and
many more. Just outside sunny New Orleans. Send now
for tickets and itenerary. Only $28.00 each - $38.00 per
couple
- To: Sidney Manix Enterprises
.
.
1026 Conti Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70112
"Hurry! Tickets Limited" V f
ffeia. food and linen spt--
vices, the bookstore and
the Wooster Inn In these
terms. All have counter-parts in the private busi-
ness community which
could fulfill their functions.
"In these instances ' he
observed, "the College isproviding a service which
would otherwise be filledby a local business."
The College . utilizes
some town services. Lo-
cal governments, the Caf--irey and Isaacs study
indicates, usually invest
. more heavily in fire "andpolice protection, sanita-
tion, transportation, public
works and similiar ser-
vices" when a college islocated within their jris-dicti- on.
College security officesj enny , remarked, were
created to remove some of
the protection burden from
local police departments.
For fire protection, how-
ever, the College relies
almost exclusively on the
community fire ' depart-
ment.
' Children of College em-
ployees attend public
- schools. But these citi-
zens are paying taxes like
other- - members of the
community.
Jenny recalled that, at
one time, the College pro-
duced its own electricity.
"We now get good rates
with the volume the College
consumes," he explained,
-- o Some property' taxes;;are
paid by the College,' Jenny
emphasized, but, becauseit Is a non-pro- fit institu-
tion, none are paid on the
main campus property.
"Of course, we are sub-ject- like everybody else,to sales taxes.' '- -
When the City or County
repairs streets on campus,Jenny added, the Collegepays street assessments.Jenny acknowledged that
there is an opposite side,
too. The College provides
services for the commun-
ity.
One of the most utilized
and important, he feels, is
the free course auditing
open to any citizen ofWayne County. He stress-
ed that many colleges do
not provide this free ed-
ucation.
Cultural and sports
offerings of the College,
Mllliken asserts, arepatronized by a consider-
able number of towns-
people. He hypothesizes
that if these were not pro
vided by the College, the
community would be forced
to make financial outlays to
. create substitutes.
-- The physical properties
of the College, Lugenbeal,
the Executive Vice Presi-
dent of the Wooster Cham
ber of Commerce says, are
often utilized by the com-
munity. He cites the meet-
ing rooms of Lowry Center
as an example, explaining
that community organiza-
tions often use Lowry Fa-
cilities for meetings.
One of the most direct
monetary imputs from theCollege to merchants isthrough student spending.
Looking at advertising in
the VOICE is a conven-
ient way to determine which
types of businesses arelikely to attract student
Pant Lejtear their oub--
to attract students
interested In nirchasina
clothes. Steve Lehman,
owner of the Pant Leg,
estimates that 40 percent
of his sales are to Woo-
ster students. Sales ' ad-
vertised In the VOICE,
he claims, perceptibly Improve business. Last year,
he also gave afrisbeeaway
with every purchase.
These were thrown around
campus and with his store's
name on each, he felt that .
his College sales in-
creased.
' Freedlander s ; attracts
b fu d eVrt isi 'bdth thfougli
VOICE advertising and by
sending Introductory let-
ters to all freshman. These
invite students to open
charge accounts and to
visit the store to receive
a free College of Woo-
ster coffee mug.
Student organizations,
too, spend some of their
The VOICE, which has thelargest budget except for
Lowry Center Board,
spends approximately$12,000 a year on printingin town.
Wooster citizens are not
concerned whether the Col-lege is an economic assest
or liability, Lugenbeal con-
tends. In fact, "some peo-ple resent the churches'
accumulation of property,
but none doubt the econom
ic wisdom of the College's
location In JVooster."
They are not, - in this
sense, unlike their pred-
ecessors of over a century
ago.
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Frosh Stars M horror Show'
By Bob Dyes .
" Despite 36 turnovers 'the
Wooster Scots coasted past
Case Western Reserve j 78- -.66; Saturday night, at
Timken Gymnasium.
Freshman Jeff Jae led
Wooster scoring with ""-2- 3
points. Jae, now averaging
21.5 points per game after
2 varsity contests, dis-
played an outstanding
shooting touch, hitting 9 out
of 11 attempts, mostly longjump shots. Tim Shetzer,
another freshman, was the
only other Scot in twin fig-
ures, with 10 points (3--12
field goals, 4- -4 foul shots).
L
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Both teams were slug-
gish at die outset of a con-
test which became an
artistic disaster . in the
second half. The two teams
committed 52, turnovers
and 51 personal fouls. The
final minute of play took
nearly ten minutes to com-
plete, as the clock was
stopped for 7 fouls.
The Scots 40--27 halftlme
lead was the difference.
Reserve outscored the
home squad in the sloppy
second half, 39-3- 8.
Wooster managed to squan-
der half of the 21 point
bulge which they held with
6 minutes remaining, when
by Scott Yahner
"It's a young team and
due to the condition of the
pool and long breaks, we
are out of shape." These
are the words of coach
Chuck Malta when asked
about the 1973 Fighting
Scots swim team. But the
picture is not as bleak as
it may seem. The swimm-
ing Scots have posted a two
and two record to date and
have a very good chance of
coming out ahead on the
season.
Led by. senior co-capt- ainsJim Imler. holder
of Wooster s backstroke
record, and Jim Henry,
three time letterman in the
breastroke, the squad con- -
sists ox six returning let-ter- m
en. Swimming the
breastroke and Individual
medly is sophomore Bill
Deyle. Returning free-styl- ers
are John Sehnert,
and Jeff Cameron who
holds the school records
in the 1,000 and 1,650 yard
freestyle events.
Diving for Wooster this
year are letterman Steve
Philbrick and freshmen
Norm Schoenfeld, and Ke-
vin Cameron. With Steve
the Black and Gold turned
the ball over 5 straight
times. -
Wooster mentor, Al Van
Wie, termed the contest a
"horror show." He was
pleased the Scots won com-
fortably, but displeased
with their general perfor- -'
mance.
"Our first half defence
won the game Van Wie
claimed. "We got lax in
the second half. It was '
Just a bad night."
"The Dutchman" did
note some positive factors.
He was impressed with the
play of two of his fresh-
men - at opposite ends of
the court.
"Jae was really tough
tonight," Van Wie com-
mented. "Only about 3 of
bis baskets came on lay-u- ps.
The rest werejumpers."
"Shetzer did a good job
on (Russ) Drake," he
pointed out. Drake, aver-
aging 24 points a game, was
Harriers Look Strong
by Paul Cope
Wooster s Track Team
opened its competitive sea-
son on January 20 with an
All-Com- ers meet at Ash-
land - College. No team
scores were compiled as
the competing schools ran
for the practice rather
than the win.
.
Wooster showed strength
In the running events.-- . Co-Cap- tain
Chris Torrey lead
Wooster mllers with
a 4:37.5, then returned to
run- - a 10:30.3 two mile.
Freshman Doug Murphy
and Rick Day showed they
mean business this season
as they recorded 4:41.5 and
4:39.5 mile runs and 2:11.8
and 2:15.8 half runs, res-
pectively. Paul Cope
out because of injury, the
two freshmen divers have
been consistant point
getters.
There are nine freshmen
nn this VMra arm ad. Rnh
Clark, who has already set
records in the 200. and 500
yard freestyle, and Vic
Farris who rotates be
tween individual medly
butterfly and backstroke
seem to show the most
promise.
This past Saturday in
leaky Severence gym pool,
the swimming Scots got
doused by invading Adrian
College 66-4- 6. Bob Clark
turned in a shining perfor-
mance taking firsts in the
500 and 200 yard freestyle
events, setting a school
mm3 m l - r r i .l l -
of the two.
.
About the meet,
coach Chuck Malta said,
"Most of our swimmers
had their best or better
times of the year, but
Adrian just out swam us."
This evens Wooster s
record at two and two with
a one and one record In
the OAC defeating Musk-
ingum ' and Case Western '
Reserve ; while losing to
Oberlin- - in their season
""opener.
VOICE
held to 12, only 6 (3 of 16)
coming on field goals.
Van Wie was disap-
pointed with the Scots job
of blocking out, but he felt
the board play was a big
factor in the win. "Nobody
was in double figures, but
a lot of people did the job."
Chuck Cooper (8), Jeff
Requarth (7), Dave Wilber
(6), and Jae (5) all made
contributions to the re-
bounding effort.
The Wooster Fighting
Scots regained their defen-
sive prowess Wednesday
night as they fought off
Baldwin-Wallac- e, 59-5- 0, in
Berea.
The victory gives the
Wooster squad a 3- -2 OAC
record, and ups its overall
count to 12-- 5. The Scots
face Kenyon in Gambler'
this Saturday before re--
turning to Timken Gym next
Tuesday to square off with
Oberlin.
raced 1000 yds. in 2:28.5
and a quarter-mi- le equiv-
alent in the 1600 yd. relay
in 55.5 seconds. Ron Cet-ovi- ch
lead in the sprints
with a 6.0 second 50 yd.
dash and a 34.8 second 300
yd. dash. Veterans Andy
Naumoff, Paul Reiman,
Rick Lee, Dave M. Brown,
and Co-Cap-tain Tim Mc- -
Linden were recuperating
from recent ailments 'and
were unable to compete.
The highlight of the day
came when freshman For-
rest Merten stepped to the
track. Inexperience on the
small Indoor track slowed
him some, but' he still
placed second in the 600
yd. run in 1:15.0 and only
v missed the school record
by .6 seconds doing it. He
also anchored the 1600 yd.
relay team with an impres-
sive 53.8 second quarter
mile equivalent.
' The team's next sched-
uled competition Is the
OAC relays on February
10 in Granville.
Roundb alters
JJ.UVB High Hopes
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. tAna Strong SOUaa
This year's wornens
basketball team Is looking
forward to a promising
season. After losing three
varsity players and finish-
ing the past season 12-- 3,
the women are confident
that this will be another
successful season. The
co-capt- ains of the team
are Marion Mason: Penny
Stalter and . Pat Poulton.
The members of the var-
sity team are Annie Baird,
Kathy Thomas, Ellen Rea,
Addle Castell, Cindy Sprau.
Alpha Alexander and
Brenda Meese.
The women feel that
their team unity will be a
major factor in their per-
formance this season. We
encourage everyone to
come and watch some fine .
basketball and support our
women athletes. The first
game, will be with Capital
on Monday, January 29 at
7:00.
r
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Men's intramural basketball action began last Sunday. Here
Second Section goes against 'The Dusters' in A-Lea- gue
competition. (Photo by Bill Skelly)
Dumas Wins Two
The Wooster Fighting
Scot wrestling team
traveled to Alliance and
came back with a 21-- 21 tie
with Marietta and a 38-- 7
trouncing by Mount Union.
Junior captain Wes
Dumas 058) came but of
the fray with two wins. Wes
pinned the Pioneer's Gor-d- en
Zell ' with one second
remaining in the match and
earned an 11- -0 decision
over the Purple Raider's
Ken Baccum.
Another junior picked up
a pair of wins. Larry
Sprague dedsioned Ken
Weaver of Marietta by a
Keglers Show Class
The Fighting Scot bowl-
ing team proved they were
capable of rolling with the
best last Saturday. Al-
though winning 2 and losing
4 for the day, the Scots not
only moved out of last place
in the OIBC, but more im-
portantly, they put out a
quantity of quality scores.
After losing two to Bowl-
ing Green in the morning,
the Scots came back to take
their third contest, 945-92- 6.
Gary Boggs struck in
the tenth, capping a four-bagg- er
and giving him a 210
game to lead the team.
Everyone on the Wooster
team broke 500 for the
three games and Boggs
finished high man with a
569.
In the afternoon the Scots,
were even better. But they
were facing not only the
best team in the OIBC but
one of the best in the na-
tion. And Akron, the uni-
versity in the city that has
been called the bowling
capital of the world, was
bowling on its home lanes.
- The first game Wooster
surprised everybody, most
of all themselves. .
By the seventh frame the
Scots had stretched their
lead over a stunned Akron
quintet to 11 marks and they
kept it until the ninth frame.
yi
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score of 6- -1 and also gained
a decision over Ken Stanley
of Mount Union, 4-- 2, in a
battle of - the 150 pounders.
Sophomore Paul Sebron
CHvy) beat Marietta's Jim
Bernstein in a convincing
manner 7-- 0.
Freshman Scott Bitting
0,42) picked up his second
victory of the season by
defeating Bob Foster of
Marietta by a score of
7-- 3.
The only other points
gained by the Scots was a
forfeit that was claimed by
sophomore Stu Brown at
the 118 pound class.
Akron finished strong and
picked up seven marks in
the tenth. But Wooster hung
pn to win, 973-93- 0.
The second game Gene
Stephens of Akron strung
together 8 straight strikes
on his way to a 268 game.
Akron totaled 1040 (an
average of 208 a man) and
the Scots just couldn't keep
up.
In the third game the
Scots took an early lead,
but by the ninth frame were
down by 5 marks, 46 to 41.
In a. valiant effort in the
tenth, the Scots totaled nine
strikes to almost overcome
their opponents. But Akron
showed why they were num-
ber one as they prevailed
993-96- 3.
Coach Jerry Llrribach
was pleased with the team's
showing. Marra paced the
team with a sizzling 624-wit- h
games of 224, 193 and
207. Marra was capably
supported by Bamberger
and Millikan. "Whiz Kid"
Bamberger rolled games
of 199, 184 and 201 for a
584 series. "Big Al" was
close behind with lines of
193, 192, and 197 for a 582
series. .
Tomorrow the Scots will
be bowling at Parma town
Lanes hosted by Cuyahoga
Community College West.
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The College Booh Store
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presents a
STUOEOT
tOWTEST
VOICE
Two divisions:
I. Best Library in a Major Area of Study
First Prize - $50
and three prizes of $25 each
II. Best Special Interest Library (any area)
First Prize - $50
and three prizes of $25 each
RULES
1. Official entry blanks must be used and may be picked up only at the College Bookstore.
The list of books must be typewritten and double spaced.
2. The contestanpr.ust be a bonafide, full-tim- e student of the College of Wooster.
3. A student may enter only one division of the contest, not both.
4. Criteria of evaluation and decision of the judges will be final. Remember that
quality, not quantity, can be a determining. factor.
5. Prizes will consist of credits, in the amounts described above. The credits will be
for use in the College Book Store.
6. The judges, before the announcement of the winners, may ask to visit the rooms of the
winners in order to determine whether the books listed are in the .student's personal
possession and on Campus.
7. The Book Store then will have the right to display, for one week, in a prominent
place in the Bookstore, the library of the winners. j
8. Entries must be received prior to 5:00 p.m., February 2, 1973.
JUDGES: Robert Fritz, James Hodges, Henry Loess, Win Logan, Ray licCall,
Richard Osgood and Andrew Weaver '
psv' - , p So:hurty,4
get your entry
blank now!
x"x-x"x"x"x"&:"-
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